
 

 
ABC Allocations Release 

2019 - 2020 

 
Dear ABC Groups, 

 
We are excited to begin a new year of student group programming with over 170 student groups! This letter is to 

announce our allocation decisions for the 2019 - 2020 school year. In an effort to encourage greater communication 
between ABC, its reps, and their student groups, we have decided to release allocation decisions through a new channel 
this year. On page two, you will find the list of ABC’s representatives for the upcoming year. It is your job to 
reach out, email, and meet with them - they will inform your group of its allocation amount for the 2019 - 2020 
school year, its revenue account, and review any other pending items if needed. 
 

As a board, ABC’s suggested allocation amounts for its groups, heritage months, and co-sponsorship fund 
were decreased at F@CU, which is the annual meeting between councils (SGA, CCSC, ESC, GSSC) and governing 
boards (ABC, SGB, GBB, CI, CGSB, IGC) where funding is decided. The primary rationale behind this decrease 
was that ABC’s groups did not efficiently spend the money that was being allocated to them. Every year, ABC has 
to reclaim a significant portion of unspent allocation from its student groups; the argument against our board was that 
this unspent money could be better used by other student groups on campus who were not under ABC.  
 

In an effort to curb inefficient spending, group overdrafts, and work within the funding amount provided to us 
from F@CU, ABC has systematically reduced the allocation of every group, heritage month, and its co-sponsorship 
fund. The criteria we looked at for determining group decreases: (1) how well did the group spend the amount that they 
were allocated by ABC during the 2018 - 2019 school year, (2) did the group’s account go into overdraft, which had to 
be covered by ABC, and (3) how actively has the group been programming on campus, according to their rep and 
advisor.  

 
This year, group Advisers and Administration and Planning (A&P) will be maintaining a strict policy to 

immediately freeze any group accounts that go into overdraft until the overdraft has been cleared. We do not believe 
these decreases will have a drastic impact on student programming, as they were spread out across all of our student 
groups, heritage months, and co-sponsorship fund; rather, we hope to encourage strong budgetary and 
organizational practices that make full use of the allocation amounts that are distributed by ABC to its student 
groups. 

 
Furthermore, there are plenty of resources for groups to get additional funding as long as they demonstrate 

need: the ABC and CPF co-sponsorships, Gatsby grants, the President’s and Provost’s fund, the Kraft fund, SEAS and 
CC Travel Funds, the Capital Investment fund (CIF), Joint Council co-sponsorships (JCCC), the Securities and Facilities 
fund, fundraising (Chipotle, Krispy Kreme, Soul Cycle, etc.), and many additional resources can be found on the ABC 
website. In addition, your ABC representatives and Advisers are valuable resources to help guide your student group in 
budgeting, efficient spending, and receiving the support for your programming needs. We look forward to a great year! 

 

Sincerely, 

ABC Executive Board 

Rishi Shah, President 

Justin Kai-Hsiang Chuang, Vice-President 

Brendan Lim, Treasurer 

Nicholas Loud, Secretary 
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http://abc-columbia.squarespace.com/campus-co-sponsorships-and-grant-opportunities


 

ABC REPRESENTATIVES 

2019 - 2020 

 

Latinx, Gabriela Alejandra Aquije Quiroga (gaa2130) 
Music, Nicholas Loud (nel2124) [INTERIM] 

Pre-Professional, Travis Nelson (tn2368) 
Media, Justin Kai-Hsiang Chuang (jkc2159) [INTERIM] 

Publications, Danielle Karen Mikaelian (dkm2146) 
Dance, Chantel Woo (yw2908) 

Special Interest, Daniel Eem (de2348) 
Performance, Mario Alberto Garcia Jr. (mag2329) 

Black, Anthony Ortega (aoo2120) 
Indigenous, Shawn Anand (sa3511) [INTERIM] 

East Asian, Youn Sung Kim (yk2760) 
Engineering, Alyza Tuchler (awt2124) 

European/Middle Eastern, Shawn Anand (sa3511) 
Academic, Dunia Habboosh (dah2192) 

Southeast Asian and Pacific Islander, Brendan Lim (ybl2013) [INTERIM] 
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